
 

Video Signal Dropouts in Analog VCRs: 
Dropout origins, concealment and compensator comparison 

 
This article discusses the impact of momentary playback losses in analog video tape signal, commonly 
referred to as dropouts. First, the origins and occurrence of dropouts will be explored. Next, the function 
and evolution of dropout compensators are described. Lastly, various VCRs are compared in terms of 
their dropout compensation ability. 
 
All video tapes suffer from momentary replay signal losses, or dropouts. Since most DOs are caused by real 
tape signal losses, their effects on the playback image cannot be completely removed – only concealed or 
masked. 
 
Let’s first look at the statistical occurrence of dropouts. Old or unused tapes shed oxide particles and 
attract debris that become lodged to the tape surface. When a tape is run, rotating video head tips collide 
with these small protrusions. The collisions dislodge particles, or throw the tape briefly out of contact with 
the head tips. In both cases, a sudden fall of tape signal level results. If a dropout 'depth' is moderate, say, 
less than 10dBs, the video head amplifier limiter circuits can usually contain them, and no noise occurs in 
the playback image. 
 
Fig. 1 shows typical DO distributions of good and bad tapes. It also shows how DO distribution vs. length 
are in inverse relation to one another, assuming the tape surface is not damaged. The DO count increases 
with their decreasing length down to about 1-2 microseconds. The shortest DOs fade off as their length 
approach the wavelength of the RF video carrier signal. DOs shorter than about 0.5μs cannot occur 
because the tape signal level cannot diminish in such a short time – even if the tape surface had such 
microscopic defects. 
 



  
   Figure 1.               Figure 2. 
 
Fig. 2 shows how a DO distribution may be modified by a VCR dropout compensator (DOC). Ideally, the 
circuit can mask most of the short and medium-length DOs. However, if a DOC is too sensitive there is an 
increase of the number of the shortest DOs lasting between about 0.4 to 2μsec.  
 
Reruns reduce tape dropouts 
Before discussing actual DOC performance in VCRs, one noteworthy phenomenon should be mentioned. As 
stated earlier, video tapes with long storage time, tend to show increased DO counts. This is a result of 
detached oxide particles and other debris embedded into tape surface due to pressure within layers of 
tightly-wound tape packs. 
 
Fig. 3. shows a typical DO count of good and bad VHS tapes. The graphs also show how the number of 
random DOs may be reduced by repeated playback runs; up to one-tenth from the initial count. High-
quality tapes, however, show more moderate reduction with repeated runs, presumably due to extensive 
tape surface treatment (calandering), and smaller oxide particles. 
 

Figure 3. The initial DO count of unused video tapes can 
almost always be reduced significantly by repeated 
runs.

The 'bathtub'-shaped curves are shaped by an increase in random DO counts at the beginning and end of 
tapes. Layers close to the hard plastic reel hubs press the layers harder against each other. 



The pressure forces dust and oxide particles more strongly onto tape surface. DOs are caused by either 
detached particles or corresponding impressions on the tape surface. Consequently, there are always 
more random DOs at each end of the tape than in the mid-region. 
 
Increased tape tension reduces dropouts 
It is not uncommon to encounter video tapes with longitudinal creases or scratches. Video heads, 
traveling across such ridges or crevices by wrinkled tape, cause momentary losses of head-to-tape 
contact. The contact is often lost immediately before and after the actual defect. However, in such cases, 
it is usually possible to regain head-to-tape contact to remove screen-wide DOs by increasing the tape 
tension around video head cylinder (Fig. 4). 
 

 
Figure 4. A VCR head loss of contact at tape creases may be removed by increasing tape tension around  
the video head cylinder. 

 
Dropout compensator basics 
Dropout compensators are employed to conceal the horizontal white or black streaks that would 
otherwise be registered in the demodulated video signal. The DOC function is based on the fact that most 
DOs are random and do not reappear at the same spatial position in the image. Tape DOs tend to increase 
in number with the age, as a result of chemical deterioration and sub-optimal storage conditions. As 
pointed out, a DOC cannot completely remove DOs because the circuit has to act on a real-time basis, and 
without prior warning of impending DOs.
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Figure 5. A segment of tape signal dropout with and  
without the delay line. 

 

Optimal DOC function 
DOCs are designed to trigger into action when the 
tape signal decreases to a certain level. Once a DO has 
passed, the circuit is supposed to revert to its normal 
state. In order to function optimally at each off-on-off 
switching sequence, a DOC must be designed with 
carefully chosen triggering thresholds. The circuit 
must switch to delayed signal before the tape signal 
falls under FM detection threshold. Also, in order to 
avoid increase of noise streaks, the switchover back to 
'real-time' tape signal should not take place before the 
signal level has risen above the FM threshold. 
In short, a stable DOC operation requires optimal level 
hysteresis; amplitudes at which it will switch on and 
off. Without hysteresis, a DOC is likely to create more 
short DO 'glitches' than it can mask as it switches on 
and off at every minor level change in the tape signal. 
 
Different types of DOC circuits have been developed 
over the years. But all consist of a fast-acting level 
detector and delay device of one horizontal line 
period (64 µsec, CCIR). 

 
 

 

 
Figure 6. A 450-μsec dropout played on a VCR with DOC using glass delay line.  
Repeated applications of the delayed signal depletes the delay line (left). 

 
The VCR tape signal path is divided to direct and delayed branch. The former ordinarily supplies 
luminance and chrominance carrier signals to their respective demodulators to form the video signal. 
When a DO occurs, the level detector generates a pulse equal in duration with the DO. The pulse is 
applied to a semiconductor switch that routes the delayed signal segment to the demodulators. So, DOC 
circuits are supposed to 'fill' the missing segments of tape signal with previous ones. After a DO has come 
and gone, the switch logic instantly switched back to the direct tape signal. 
 
DOCs can act fast enough to replace even invisible sub-microsecond snippets of missing tape signal with 
delayed signal. However, the circuit speed should be limited to avoid DO over-correction creating a large 
number of short random DOs as depicted in Fig. 2. Another characteristics of DOC action is its maximum 
'recycle' number. With severely damaged tapes, a 64-µsec delayed signal segment may be repeated by 
the DOC for 5 to 8 times. 



The result is a blurred slice of picture which may be more annoying than an unmasked DO. The important 
measure of DOC efficiency in a VCR is how they handle DOs occurring at widely varying length and 
frequency. 
 
DOC circuit evolution 
Figure 7. shows the evolution time-line of VCR dropout compensators. Earliest VTRs from the mid 1960s 
did not have any kind of DOC. Machines designed in the late 1960s had a simple gating and sample-hold 
circuits to bring the video signal to mid-grey amplitude at DOs. The next generation real DOCs were built 
around quartz-glass delay lines where one line worth of tape signal could be stored and inserted to fill the 
replay signal obliterated by a DO.

 

 
Figure 7. Evolution of VCR DOC technology. 

 
Glass delay lines are passive components which 
possess some limitations. They are essentially non-
linear, high-frequency signal storages. In PAL VCRs, 
amplitude- and phase-modulated color sub-carrier 
has to be 'killed' during DOC action. Analog CCD 
delays or 'bucket-brigade' shift-register ICs were 
first introduced to VCR DOCs by the mid-1980s. 
With CCDs, it also became possible to fine-adjust 
the duration of the delayed signal, for performing a 

crude time-base, or video signal 'skew' corrections. 
The delayed and reinserted signal segments could be 
aligned to coincide with the real-time video signal.  
 
Unlike glass delays, CCDs are active devices that can 
output the delayed signal an indefinite number of 
times. CCDs are also used to accomplish other video 
replay signal enhancement, such as group-delay 
compensation, adaptive frequency equalization, 
image edge sharpening and non-linear noise 
reduction known as 'coring'. 

 



Later on, more effective DOC schemes were devised. The CCDs were also used as delays carrying the signal 
in an amplitude modulated form. This way, it is easier to maintain correct PAL chroma phase order at DOC 
delays (Fig. 7). Digital memory circuits were the final stage of DOC development, but were used almost 
solely in professional VCRs. 
 

 
Figure 8. U-matic VCRs have a very effective DOCs. The same frame shown with DOC off and on. With DOC on (right) only a 
small DO remains unmasked. 

 
DOC circuit principles 
After the RF tape signal carrier is picked up by video heads and amplified, it is band-pass-filtered into 
chrominance and luminance spectra. The luminance carrier is routed via phase equalization network and 
amplitude limiter. There are now two luminance signals, one from the video heads, and a stable amplitude-
limited line-delayed signal. By comparing the two, any sudden drop of the non-limited signal can be 
detected – and used to trigger the DOC. 
 
With DOs much shorter than one H-line, a delayed portion of the tape signal can be reinserted only limited 
number of times. With glass delays, the repeated application of the same signal will deplete after each 
cycle. The signal simply has faded away after 7 to 10 insertions. Also, DOs longer than 5-7 H-lines can cause 
more conspicuous image distortion in the playback image with moving content or video camera pans. 
 
Analog home VCRs, designed after about 1985, include improved DOC technologies, especially by means of 
Charge-Coupled-Device referred to earlier. CCDs make more efficient DOCs, called cyclic drop out 
compensators. The application or mixing direct and delayed signal segment can be made before or after 
the tape signal FM demodulation stage. The direct signal path for the FM carrier is routed via a limiter and 
demodulator to a 3-MHz low pass filter to remove residual carrier from the video signal.  
 
Dropout correctors in external TBCs 
Many professional time-base-corrector units offer digital method of masking DOs. The RF tape signal from 
a VCR video head amplifier is taken out and supplied to TBC unit to act as a DOC trigger signal. As tape DOs 
are detected in the TBC unit, it can reinsert segments from previous line of video signal stored in the digital 
memory. External DOC operation can indeed provide efficient luminance and chroma signal DO masking, 
particularly, since most VCRs cannot correct chroma signal at DOs, but only kill it to avoid large false color 
streaks. It seems, however, that if an external DOC (TBC) is used, the best overall concealment is achieved 
by disabling the VCR's internal DOC. 
 



Comparing DOC capabilities of various VCRs 
Our hypothesis is that analog VCRs, made by various manufacturers using differing circuit topologies, are 
not equally effective in their ability to conceal random tape dropouts. In order to verify this assumption 
and to reveal how significant DOC performance differences are, we ran a series of controlled DO tests.  
 

 
Figure 9. A sequence of video frames captured and stacked with DOC disabled and enabled. 
 
Three test tapes were used in order to obtain comparable and repeatable results from various VHS decks. 
Tape 1 is a high-output tape with some permanent surface damages. The same 750-frame (30 seconds) 
sequence of this tape was played back on several VCRs and their video signals captured. Individual frames 
of the captures were then separated and stacked to display each DO of every frame into one image. Fig. 9 
illustrates the 'raw' DO distribution (left) of Test tape 1 sequence with the DOC disabled. The image on the 
right shows that the DOC performance is rather good. Note, however, that the frame stacks do not register 
DOs occurring exactly at the same position in successive frames. 
 



 
Figure 10. Stacked frame captures of a 30-second segment of Test tape 1, played on several VHS VCRs. 
 
Results with artificial dropouts 
Test Tape 2 presents a somewhat different task for DOC circuits; the tape RF signal level is very low and 
DOs occur as stripes of short stationary glitches. Tape 2 is a factory-made alignment tape for DOC 
sensitivity adjustment. It has two electronically generated DO stripes with a controlled 'depth' of -16dB. 
The two sets of DOs are placed in the test pattern’s lower central area (Fig. 11). 



The upper stripe has five vertically aligned DOs each lasting 30μsecs spaced at 100-μsec intervals. The 
lower stripe contains 10 successive 30-μsec DOs, at 35.6-µsec intervals. Small intervals between individual 
DOs make it difficult for a DOC circuit to maintain a stable on/off switching, while still concealing the short 
missing parts of the tape signal. 
 

 
Figure 11. Test tape 2 with artificial dropout stripes. 

 

 
Figure 12. Test tape 2 has two sets of successive DOs in each video track or video field. 
 

Results 
A selection of VHS machines were compared with playing back the same segments of the tape 2. As can be 
seen, JVC BR-S822, with digital DOC and internal TBC is the best performer, while Sony SVO-9500MDP fails 
to conceal almost all of Tape 2 DOs. Panasonic AG-7750 also employs a digital DOC, but is unable to mask 
the full length of either DO stripes (Fig. 13). 
 
JVC HR-D9500, JVC HR-DVS1, Mitsubishi MD3000 and Sharp VC-S2000 are high-end S-VHS decks, using 
digital TBC circuits (not digital DOCs). They can fully conceal the upper DO stripe, but render the lower one 
noticeably blurred or smeared. Panasonic NV-V8000, also a high-end deck was a disappointment in its 
ability to mask stationary DO stripes. 
 



The JVC HR-D725, representing the mid-1980s technology, cannot fully mask either DO stripes. Nokia VCR 
3786 is a standard consumer-grade deck from the early 1990s with analog-only video circuitry. Nokia masks 
the upper DO string almost without errors, but can conceal only about 75 % of the lower (longer) one. 
 

 
Figure 13. Test Tape 2, played on various VHS VCRs. 

 
Large dropout behavior 
Test tape 3 was made to simulate larger creases or scratches on the tape. The continuous dropout was 
created by erasing a 0.6-mm wide strip of a prerecorded tape containing standard 75-% color bar test 
pattern. Since the video tracks are written and read at about 6-degree angle across the tape, this 
longitudinal no-signal segment represents a continuous dropout of about 0.83 milliseconds. 
 

 
Figure 14. Test Tape 3 with long (830 µsec) dropout. 



Tape 3 was played on a selection of consumer, professional and some semi-pro VHS VCRs. The output 
video signal of each deck was captured without any external processing, noise reduction or time-base 
correctors. The decks with digital internal NR/TBC circuits can mask the dropout reasonably well, except 
Panasonic NV-V8000! The DOCs in all-analog VCRs reproduce the dropout segment as a sparkling noise 
stripe, followed by a large time-base error. 
 

 
Figure 15. Test captures with a large dropout. VCRs with internal TBCs mask the dropout with mid-grey patching, except 
Panasonic NV-V8000! VCRs without digital circuits display the dropout as sparkling noise stripe, followed by a large time-base 
error. 
 

Fig. 15 shows that the overall DOC performance of JVC BR-S822 is again, visibly superior to the other VCRs 
compared. However, the dropout masking of even BR-S822, seem to be limited to about 600µsec. 
Note also, that Panasonic AG-7750, employing internal NR/TBC, creates a noisy stripe after the 830-µsec 
gap. Sony SVO-9500MDP, can maintain correct color playback across the dropout gap but cannot provide a 
stable luminance concealment. From the compilation in Fig. 15, we can see that built-in digital NR/TBC 
modules in the high-end consumer decks (JVC HR-S9500, JVC HR-DVS1, Sharp VC-S2000), can recover from 
the large time-base error due to long DOs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Conclusion 
The motivation for this study was to determine whether VCRs made by various manufacturers using 
different DOC circuit topologies, indeed render different image quality in playing back tapes with various 
types of Dos encountered with damaged tapes. The author believes that for those who are tasked to 
employ the best available VCR deck for capturing and transferring degraded video recordings, find the 
above information may be of some interest. 
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